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Professional profile 

I am an enthusiastic informatic engineer. I like everything related to new technologies and              
that is why I am enrolled in Computational Biology master’s degree in Universidad             
Politécnica de Madrid. I think that what differentiates me from other computational biologists             
is the dominion of algorithmics, such as dynamic programming, divide and conquer, np, etc.,              
and data structures such as Fibonacci heaps and red-black trees for instance. I know the               
following programming languages: java, c++, python, ruby, R, octave, Haskell and prolog. I             
will apply my knowledge to create a better world by providing innovative services to clients.               
Nowadays biology is using the informatics techniques to keep growing and Computational            
biology will be one of the most important fields in the future. One of my strengths is the                  
ability of working in a multidisciplinary team, I have already worked with mathematicians,             
informatic engineers, telecommunication engineers and biotechnologists. I am specialized         
on data science, this is to process data in such a way it is possible to extract new knowledge                   
from it. I know how to differentiate, with statistical methods, valid data that has valuable               
information from the one that doesn't . Also I have experience using Hadoop, concretely              
HBase: for storing large amount of data, Flink: to process data in real time and Spark to                 
execute machine learning algorithms. I have also experience developing web pages and            
with huge informatic architectures for a very big client. I am currently working on              
metaheuristics with big data for three real hospitals in Spain. Metaheuristics are a family of               
algorithms used for machine learning among other possible applications. Finally, I think I am              
a good work mate that is always optimistic and with a good attitude in order to help the other                   
components of the team to achieve the company goals.  
 

Motivation  

I am working hard to apply data science in hospitals and improve their services by giving                
another important support to doctors.  
 

Master degree 

This master degree make it possible to an informatician to learn the necessary theory about               
genomics to handle them for several applications. 
 

Linkedin  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/daniel-reyes-parrilla/  
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